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 The TransIT® NXT is a cost-effective and efficient solution for the transportation and logistics industry and is the next
generation of information management. Its users can process and manage shipments and shipments and transportation services
across any mode of transportation (sea, air, road, rail). The NXT is a single application that covers transportation logistics, real

time tracking, shipment management, land operations and customs, and provides the most extensive capabilities available in any
transportation management system. Downloads TermStar Software Provides Web-Based Application Development Services for
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TransIT® NXT. TransIT® NXT is built on the Java server technology and runs on standard hardware platforms (standard web
servers, HP-UX and AIX-based operating systems). The platform is highly integrated and supports an extensive number of

database management systems. There are different licenses for TransIT NXT. Please choose one of the terms according to your
requirements. The following terms only apply to the 1&1 Select reseller program. TransIT NXT 1&1 Reseller Program Features
Applications License Models Users/License Content Carpeted Floor - Global /Local Terminal 1&1 S2 reseller program 2.5 - 3.5
Million users 30 PCs 30 serial numbers per month 2000 EUR Pricing Web-based product UNLIMITED LICENSES 1-10 PCS

10 PCS 400 PCS 1200 PCS 2000 PCS 3000 PCS 4000 PCS 8000 PCS Appeal of the TransIT NXT 1&1 reseller program:
From a 1&1 reseller perspective, our product line is well suited for various business models. The user/license model is user-
friendly and flexible. This includes unlimited licenses, scalability from 100 to 15,000 users per PC, and per month contracts

with flexible renewal. In addition, the product has a high degree of flexibility for the data-connection, e.g. Ethernet, dial-up or
ISDN. It can also be integrated into the 1&1 network as an independent web application. Functionality Transit NXT is a cost-

effective and efficient solution for the transportation and logistics industry. Its users can process and manage 82157476af
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